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An album of secular and sacred folk songs from Hungary by one of THE great
singers in world music

Marta Sebestyen is one of the most critically acclaimed and commercially successful artists in world music. Best known for
her Oscar-winning contribution to the soundtrack of “The English Patient”, Marta has also won a Grammy for her album
with Deep Forest and recorded several albums with Muszikas (winners of the Womex Special Award in 2008) for the
Hannibal label. Most recently she appeared on Peter Gabriel’s Big Blue Ball album.

“I Can See the Gates of Heaven...” represents a major new shift in Marta’s career. It is her first album recorded for her own
label, released so far only in Hungary and now licenced for the world by World Village. She sings songs personally chosen
from the extensive Hungarian folk and religious repertoire, songs that have close personal resonance for her and that
reflect the proud cultural heritage of the Carpathians. The musicians are two of Hungary’s finest - Balazs Dongo Sokolay on
bagpipes, flutes, saxophone and tarogato and Matyas Bolya on lute and zither.

In the informative sleeve notes Marta introduces the album and the background to each
song, and leading Hungarian folklorist Ferenc Szabo provides further detail.

“Any new project from her is always an exhilirating prospect. Without bowing to cliché, she
is the Hungarian folk singer par excellence, somebody who breathes new life into old
songs.” fROOTS  

EXTENSIVE PRESS CAMPAIGN

Tracklisting:

1. Vision 6.10
2. Heritage 3.41
3. Flower Gatherers 7.28
4. Driving Away Sorrow 4.00
5. Invocation 8.53
6. Valiant Knights 9.24
7. Good King Matthias 6.32
8. Evening Prayer 6.31
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TRIO IVOIRE with CHIWONISO
Across the Oceans
Enja ENJ95382 063757953821
CD World / Ivory Coast
Trio Ivoire’s second album features Ivorian balafon player Aly Keita and German pianist Hans
Ludemann with a new percussionist, Chander Sardjoe from India, taking over from Steve
Arguelles. The new personnel had its concert debut at HIFA Festival 2007 in Harare,
Zimbabwe where they shared the stage with Zimbabwean rising star Chiwoniso, who has
received rave reviews for her recent Cumbancha album “Rebel Woman”. During Chiwoniso's
tour of Europe, there was finally an opportunity to record with her as a guest for the new CD
"Across The Oceans". It is a very colorful album displaying the multi-faceted aspects of the
trio. The contrasts within the group are the source of its creative tension, which fosters new
ideas and drives the flow of the music. It is an original mixture of polyrhythmic textures and
motific improvisation displaying the virtues of West African tradition, American jazz, European
classical and minimal music.

YA TATCHI & MAJID BEKKAS
African Jazz ‘n Bar
Hippo Records HIP011 8717677741304
CD World / Congo / Morocco
African Jazz 'n Bar is a creative fusion of different musical colours of the African continent.
It expresses the musical connection between northern and sub-Saharan Africa, and will capti-
vate everybody interested in jazz and world music. BAR stands for the three cities in which the
album was recorded: Brazzaville, Abidjan and Rabat. The project was led by Ya Tatchi (trum-
pet, vocals) from Congo-Brazzaville and Majid Bekkas (strings, vocals) from Morocco.

1. Marhaba - Welcome 6.31 / 2. Mogador 6.37 / 3. Yatatchi - Feeling 6.47 / 4. Bolobo - Peace
6.01 / 5. Beto Nionso - Everybody 3.47 / 6. Manabo 5.52 / 7. Sobe - The Chance 5.33 / 
8. Banta 4.44

OSWIN CHIN BEHILIA
Liber
Otrabanda OTB010 8713897902327
CD digipack World / Caribbean / Curacao
During a songwriting career that began in the early 1960s Oswin Chin Behilia has been a
chronicler of his times besides writing about love and nature. Many of his songs engage the
social aspects of life on Curacao. On this, his third Otrabanda release several of his songs
deal specifically and urgently with recent major developments in the political relationship
between his native Curacao and the Netherlands, often to the chagrin of the powers that be on
both sides of the Atlantic. 
Behilia has never been afraid to tell it like it is, often criticizing the shortcomings of his own
island as on the track Korupshon included here. First and foremost his songs are just plain
good music to listen to, sometimes to dance to and more often than not, food for thought.
Chin last toured the UK in 2005 and more dates are expected for 2010.

1. Zikinzá 7:26 / 2. Buta la pasta 5:37 / 3. Si abo no t'ei 4:28 / 4. Den Bo Kushina 3:29 / 
5. Soketé 3:42 / 6. Liber 2:02 / 7. Ata Toni 5:04 / 8. Korupshon 5:09 / 9. Pasku Bashi 2:41 / 
10. Di malu en peor 3:02 Also available: OTB07 Oswin Chin Behilia Live

Artwork
t.b.c.
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YON KALAWANG & AURELIEN CHAMBAUD
Antilles - West Indies
Playasound Airmail SA141188 3700089411885
CD World / Caribbean
Music and dancing play an important part in the culture and traditions of the West Indies. This
recording illustrates the Creole spirit of the French Antilles through gwo ka and chouval bwa
(percussion styles), biguine, quadrille, mazurka and merengue.

HUSSEIN EL MASRY
Belly Dance on the Nile
Playasound Airmail SA141187 3700089411878
CD World / Egypt
This recording, made in Cairo, shows Hussein El Masry's talents as a composer. With the
country's finest musicians, he pays tribute to a dance form that has been in existence in Egypt
since pharaonic times.
This CD is a reissue of Playasound PS65141.

MICHELE CLAUDE & AROMATES
Aksak
Alpha ALPHA527 3760014195273
CD digipack World / France
After two previous discs dedicated to the Arabo-Andalousian universe, percussionist Michèle
Claude and his Aromates ensemble  visit the Balkans. These Bulgarian, Macedonian and also
Greek melodies have been influenced by Persian, Ottoman and European music. They are
characterized by the 'Aksak' rhythms (Aksak meaning lame or limping), which are character-
ized by combinations of unequal beats and common in Balkan and Middle-Eastern music.

AICHA REDOUANE
Vocal and Instrumental Art of the 19th Century
Ocora C561020 794881935925
CD World / Egypt
Aïcha Redouane and the Ensemble Al-Adwar rediscover the art of wasla (a musical suite per-
formed by a chamber orchestra - qanun zither, oud lute, kaman violin and riqq percussion),
which reached its apogee in Cairo in the 19th century: a repertoire and a vocal technique that
seemed completely lost. Redouane, born in Morocco and raised in France, is a leading expo-
nent of Arabic and Arabo-Andalusian music.

BONGA
Best of Bonga
Lusafrica 562352 3567255623523
CD World / Angola
Bonga is the icon of Angolan music. With its eighteen tracks, this "Best of" illustrates a fasci-
nating career that spans different periods and continents with the Atlantic Ocean as its con-
necting thread. A collection of classics and previously-unreleased (Dikanga), rare (Agua Rara,
De Maos Abanar) and remixed (Kapakiao) songs, this compilation covers the legacy of a free
man and a great singer. Breaking down physical and musical frontiers with songs and music
that appeal to the majority, Bonga is the champion of a sublimated 'Africanness' and the voice
of a modern, peaceful Angola. ADVERTISED IN SONGLINES
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Théâtre du Châtelet. The temple of Parisian music, just a short walk from the banks of the Seine.  There, in front of his audi-
ence, Richard Galliano makes his entrance with only the accordion.  Double the responsibility yet double the joy to play in
front of his own people.  
A festive maze of sounds, that touches the form: jazz, tango, French song... wails of blues emerge from the folds of his accor-
dion.  Travelling with his compositions, the ones that brought him to perform on stages throughout the world, without forget-
ting those of Astor Piazzolla, who he has always loved and celebrated in his own way.  Yes, because Galliano knows how to
shape the material to himself: the teachings of the composer from Mar de La Plata are well visible, but as a starting point, not
as a landing place. Moving, never taking for granted the solutions, always at the service of the melody and the rhythm - prin-
ciple elements of dance - very attentive to the depth and the form; because, like few artists,
Galliano joins technical skill and syntactical knowledge of the music from the 1900s with an
uncommon emotionality. 
Chat Pitre opens the album, one of the most beautiful pieces written by this accordion player
from Cannes, and is followed by Gnossienne 1 and Gnossienne 2 by Erik Satie. A very  pop-
ular Italian song follows, Caruso, which brought worldwide fame to Lucio Dalla. And then
'Round Midnight by Thelonious Monk, an artist to whom Galliano is particularly attached and
to whom he has rendered homage many times during his career:  a version thought out in
absolute respect for the Monkian concept.  
If, as Virginia Woolf writes, in solitude we give passionate attention to our lives, to our memo-
ries and the details around us, then this solo album gifts us with a Galliano in his most pro-
found essence, as artist and as man.

Track listing: 

1. Chat Pitre
2. Gnossienne 1
3. Gnossienne 2
4. Caruso
5. Round Midnight
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Followers of Enrico Pieranunzi's career (over 60 albums as a leader during the last 30 years) have witnessed the emergence
of one of the most fascinating contemporary artists and one of the world’s best jazz pianists. 
With " Wandering ", Enrico Pieranunzi chose to confront himself. In this very personal solo piano album he combines more
than ever musical intelligence, mastery of his instrument and the expression of his emotions, and arouses the listener's imagi-
nation.
Harmonic and melodic progressions come as events in the course of the stories told in " Wandering ", be they patiently pol-
ished or invented on the spur of the moment. As a mix of poetry and sensuality, " Fermati a guardare il giorno " has this
evocative power. " Wandering 2 " and " Dark ", give birth to black and white images, somewhat reminiscent of the 1950s-
1960s movies. In " Dark ", the threatening left hand evokes someone climbing hastily a staircase while the right hand tolls a
bell. With its repeted bass vamp " Improstinato 2 " too reminds of a dark menace, like the stamping of a marching army, until
a funky left hand leads to relief, just before the threatening stamping rings a last time. A master of climates and moods, Enrico
Pieranunzi gives way to full-blown tenderness in " Rosa del mare ", a simple love story as huge as the ocean and the sky.
The same happens with the hazy morning landscape impressions of " For my true love ",
which finds intensity in its very delicacy.

Through its multiples facets made out of its different tunes, " Wandering " delivers a por-
trait of Enrico Pieranunzi. Thanks to a wonderful mastery of the piano, to streched
dynamics and a wide sonic range, the artist manages not to repeat himself while always
staying himself.

See www.camjazz.com for details of Enrico Pieranunzi’s catalogue on the CamJazz and
Soul Note labels

Track listing: 

1. Teenblues
2. Improstinato
3. Improvisions
4. Wandering
5. Fermati a Guadare il Giorno
6. Dark
7. Rosa del Mare
8. For My True Love
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ANTHONY BRAXTON
Creative Orchestra (Koln) 1978
hatOLOGY HATO644 752156064428
2CD digipack
Although Anthony Braxton does not play on this double CD (whose contents were released for
the first time in 1995), his presence is certainly felt. He conducts the band through a fairly free
improvisation and five of his compositions. Braxton showed a great deal of insight in originally
picking the personnel, for nearly every one of the 21 musicians has had an important career in
advanced jazz, particularly Marty Ehrlich, Vinny Golia, Michael Mossman, Leo Smith,
Kenny Wheeler, Ray Anderson, George Lewis, Marilyn Crispell, and John Lindberg. The
music is often dense and atonal but never dull, and the closing composition is a superb piece
that displays Braxton's love of marching band music! Although one wishes that Anthony
Braxton himself had played, this is a set easily recommended to his fans. 
~ Scott Yanow, All Music Guide 

DENIS COLIN & LA SOCIÉTÉ DES ARPENTEURS
Subject To Change
Le Chant du Monde 2741735 794881928828
CD 
France’s foremost bass-clarinettist leads a large ensemble on this new album, investigating
jazz-rock territory somewhat akin to early Soft Machine, indeed the first track is dedication to
Hugh Hopper. Benjamin Moussay cranks up the heat on his Fender Rhodes and Tony
Malaby contributes tenor sax. Colin has varied his musical output over the course of several
albums, from avant-garde to gospel. His associations include Cecil Taylor, Alan Silva and
Archie Shepp and he is highly regarded in Europe and North America.

ELTON DEAN’S NINESENSE
Happy Daze + Oh! For The Edge
Ogun Records OGCD032 5020675572294
CD digipack
Elton Dean (saxello, alto saxophone); Alan Skidmore (tenor saxophone); Mongezi Feza (pock-
et trumpet); Marc Charig (cornet); Nick Evans, Radu Malfatti, Paul Nieman (trombone); Keith
Tippett (piano, celesta); Harry Miller (double bass); Louis Moholo (drums).
Elton Dean was a mainstay of the British jazz scene in the 1970s, following his three year stint
with Soft Machine (‘69-’72). By 1975 he was a member of Georgie Fame’s Blue Flames and
of Chris McGregor’s Brotherhood of Breath, amongst sevearl other projects, but he still
found the time to organise a large ensemble of his own, Ninesense; an ambitious project domi-
nated by six prodigious horn players. The two albums recorded for Ogun in 1976 -77 have
never been available on CD until now, sadly nearly two year’s after the great man’s death.
They are now released by Ogun on one CD, testament to a wonderful musician and a joyous
band. A review for a recent Live at the BBC Ninesense release states: “Two absolutely riveting
live radio sessions from Elton Dean's colossal all-star nine piece ensemble, whose two won-
derful and explosive albums on Ogun are both long out-of-print and nearly impossible to find.”
Until now.
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
The History of Piano Jazz
Le Chant du Monde 5741801/25 794881932122
25xCD 
A unique boxed set representing sixty years of recorded jazz, from the ragtime of Scott Joplin
in 1899 through to the post-bop trio of Bud Powell in 1958. These 25 discs contain 524 differ-
ent recordings, over 32 hours of original music, that reflect the richness and variety of jazz
through the keys of the piano. Every major player is there, with many lesser names also
included. The tracks are presented in chronological order which facilitates a study of the stylis-
tic development of the music.
The set is handsomely packaged in a sturdy square box, with each CD individually slipcased.
The 120-page booklet contains detailed notes and personnel. This is an authoritative set which
defines piano jazz - from its earliest steps to its greatest period of triumphant popularity.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Magic Moments @ Schloss Elmau - Best of Swedish-German
Friendship Concerts
ACT ACT9480-2 614427948021
CD with catalogue
A compilation of the highlights of a series of concerts put on by ACT at the Schloss Elmau in
the Bavarian Alps, in September 2008. All material previously unreleased. The CD comes with
a full colour 80-page ACT catalogue. 

1. Although You're Gone - Viktoria Tolstoy & Band 4.15 
2. Marion & Sam - Michael Wollny & Lars Danielsson 5.55 
3. Fragile - Nils Landgren & Michael Wollny 6.48
4. Blues Panic - Chris Gall Trio & Nils Landgren 5.34
5. Majas Polska - Jonas Knutsson, Johan Norberg & Kraja 4.30 
6. Fatigue - Michael Wollny, Lars Danielsson & Jörg Brinkmann 4.19 
7. Don't Talk To Me - Christopher Dell & Ulf Wakenius 5.27
8. Gia nel seno - Nils Landgren "New Eyes On Bach" with Jeanette Köhn 5.28
9. Alpine Music - Lars Danielsson, Christopher Dell & Nils Landgren 7.36
10. Where Did You Sleep Last Night / Good Morning Susie Soho - Oddjob 9.11 

ACT VINYL DOUBLE LPs
Two best-selling titles from ACT’s recent catalogue 

now receive the vinyl treatment : 

e.s.t. - Retrospective: The Very Best of e.s.t.
ACT90211 614427902115

Vijay Iyer Trio - Historicity
ACT94891 614427948915


